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Chemical Bonding and Size Scaling of Nonlinear Polarizabilities of Conjugated Polymers
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Using sum rules for spectral moments of linear and nonlinear absorption we show that thejth order
off-resonant polarizabilities of polyacetylene chains scale as,jD2jNj11ysN 1 Ldj ; N is the number
of carbon atoms,D the bond-length alternation, andLsDd the exciton coherence size. This result is
in excellent agreement with time-dependent Hartree-Fock calculations performed for chains with up to
200 carbon atoms. [S0031-9007(96)01747-4]

PACS numbers: 78.66.Qn, 36.20.Kd
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The complex highly correlated electronic structure
conjugated molecules is attributed to their low dime
sionality and delocalizated electronic states. Besides
fundamental interest in these systems, the ability to m
nipulate their structures by substitution makes them id
candidates for various applications including optical m
terials and electroluminescence devices. A crucial op
theoretical problem is how to relate the optical respon
to ground state (i.e., chemical) properties, thus providi
guidelines for the synthesis of new optical materials [1–6

The scaling of nonlinear polarizabilities with molecula
size has drawn much theoretical [1,4,6–9] and expe
mental [10–12,14,15] attention. The scaling of optic
polarizabilities with numberN of carbon atoms is usually
described using an,Nb power law. For small sizes the
scaling exponentb of the third order polarizabilityg varies
between 3 and 8 depending on the system and model.
large sizes we expectb to saturate and approach 1, sinc
the polarizability then becomes an extensive proper
Problems with controlled synthesis of long-chain polyme
restricted early experiments to molecules with fewer th
20 double bonds, which show no saturation ofb [11,15].
These difficulties were overcome in [10] where solutio
measurement ofg as a function of chain length in long
chains (up to 240 double bonds) have been reported,
a saturation ofb with chain length has been observe
at N , 200 sites. Nonlinear polarizabilities depend als
on other molecular parameters: strong dependence of
resonant optical susceptibilities on bond-order alternat
in short chains (containing up to eight carbon atoms) h
been demonstrated [4].

In this Letter we derive simple expressions for the of
resonant optical polarizabilities of polyacetylene chai
which reproduce remarkably well their magnitude an
scaling with molecular size and bond-length alternatio
These relations provide a convenient parametrization
the optical response and allow a quick prediction
trends. Our analysis is based on the time-depend
Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation which connects th
optical susceptibilities to the Hartree-Fock ground sta
reduced single-electron density matrixr. This proce-
dure further maps the optical response of a many-elect
6 0031-9007y96y77(22)y4656(4)$10.00
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system onto a coupled set of oscillators representing
eigenmodes of the linearized TDHF equation; optical s
ceptibilities then originate from mode scattering induc
by anharmonicities [16].

The present results are obtained by combining two
cent developments. The first is the observation that
optical response is dominated by a few collective osci
tors [6,17]. Consequently only a few parameters (mo
frequencies and scattering amplitudes) determine the
tical susceptibilities [16]. A second ingredient in th
present analysis is a family of sum rules which conn
the short time evolution of the density matrix (and
spectral moments) to the parameters of the Hamilton
completely avoiding the tedious computation of man
electron wave functions [18]. These sum rules prov
a closed description of the optical response in terms
a finite set of oscillators whose number can be increa
gradually until convergence is achieved. This is remin
cent of the calculations of spectral line shapes usin
finite set of spectral moments.

We use the Pariser-Parr-Pople tight-binding Hamilto
ian [19]. The nearest-neighbor transfer integral betw
nth and mth atoms,tn,n61  b0 1 s21dnb0D, depends
on the bond-length alternation parameterD. In addition,
it contains an analytical approximation for the Coulom
interaction (the Ohno formula). Following [6] we us
the following values of parametersb0  22.4 eV, b0 
23.5 eV Å21. We assume a localized basis set and fix
geometry so that the dipole moment is diagonalmnm 
ezndnm with zn  na 1 s21dnDy2, a  1.22 Å being
the unit cell size (the average of a single and a dou
bond length along the backbone). Since the ground s
is a singlet, it can be described by the HF single-elect
density matrixrnm, and the spin variables may be elim
nated [16].

The chemical bonding is described by the bond
der sn ; srn,n11 1 rn11,n12dy2 and the bond-orde
alternation parameterskn ; jrn,n11 2 rn11,n12j. Nu-
merical calculations show that the bond-order param
sn depends only weakly on the bond-length alternat
D in polyacetylene. Sincernm is a localized function of
n 2 m, and edge effects are short range, we thus exp
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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both sn andkn to depend very weakly onn (apart from
small edge effects). We can therefore safely use
average values ofs  ksnl  0.31 and k  kknl as
good measures of the chemical bonding.

We start with the linear response. Upon diagonalizi
the linearized TDHF equation [16], we can describe t
system in terms of electronic normal modes represen
the reduced single density matrix. We denote the f
quency, dipole moment, and oscillator strength of themth
oscillator byVn, mn , andfn ; 2jmnj2Vn , respectively.
The linear polarizability is given by

asvd 
X
n

fn

V2
n 2 sv 1 ihd2

. (1)

We next introduce the spectral moments of the line
absorptionfsnd ;

P
nsVndnfn. For even integersn $ 0,

fsnd can in turn be expressed in terms of the Hamiltoni
parameters and the ground state reduced density m
rmn. The moments for different values ofn then provide
a family of sum rules [18]. By taking the simples
(single-mode) approximation we obtain closed analyti
expressions for the susceptibilities. Making use of t
sum rule forn  0, 2 and Eq. (1) we obtain for the off-
resonant polarizabilitya ; asv  0d

a  f fs0dg2yfs2d, V  f fs2dyfs0dg1y2. (2)

The single-mode approximation lumps the contributio
of all electronic oscillators into a single effective oscillat
with frequency V. This mode may not be identified
with any of the original TDHF modes; it is rather
natural collective variable which represents in the b
way the contribution of all electronic oscillators to th
zero frequency optical response.

Equations (2) express the linear polarizabilitya and the
optical gapV in terms of the parameters of the Hami
tonian and its ground statermn. This provides an im-
portant structure-polarizability relationship, which allow
us to predict the magnitude of the linear response us
detailed information regarding the chemical structure a
bonding. The moments contain the global relevant inf
mation about the system and are much easier to model
parametrize compared with individual frequenciesVn and
oscillator strengthsfn .

To proceed further, we examine the dependence of
spectral momentsfs0d and fs2d on molecular parameters
We expect that for large sizes,fsnd , N for all n.
Numerical results forrmn show that boundary effects
on rmn are short range [6], and only affect it whe
the distance ofm and n from an edge is one or two
atoms. This suggests that boundary effects on the s
rules should also be short range, and thatfsnd can be
written in the form fsnd  Nf

snd
1 1 f

snd
0 , where f

snd
1 is

related to theN ! ` behavior, andf
snd
0 represent edge

effects in the sum rules. A careful examination of t
sum rules shows that the largest corrections to this fo
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are,N21 and,N21 ln N , which can be safely neglected
for N $ 10. Expressions forf

snd
1 andf

snd
0 can be obtained

by inspecting the behavior offsnd for large N: f
snd
1 are

expressed in terms of the saturated components ofrmn,
i.e., the values ofrmn for large N when m and n are
far from the edges, whilef

snd
0 involves the values ofrmn

near the edges (note thatrmn is strongly localized in

m 2 n). Neglecting edge effects we havefs0d  Nf
s0d
1 .

For fs2d we retain theN-independent termf
s2d
0 . This will

be rationalized below.
Substitutingfs2d andfs0d in Eq. (2) we obtain

a  x s1d 
f f

s0d
1 g2

f
s2d
1

N2

N 1 L
, (3)

whereL ; f
s2d
0 yf

s2d
1 is the effective coherence length.

Having established the size scaling ofa with size N,
we turn to its dependence on other molecular paramet
Using the sum rules of [18] forfs0d we have f

s0d
1 

4e2a2b0s. The second momentfs2d is more complicated.
The formal expression forfs2d [18] implies that it vanishes
in a translationally invariant system. There are thr
mechanisms which break the translational symmetry w
respect to the lattice constant and makefs2d finite: bond-
order alternation related to symmetry breaking inr̄, bond-
length alternation which causes symmetry breaking
the Hamiltonian, and edge effects. (Note that a fin
k in the infinite chain even whenD  0 is a signature
to spontaneous symmetry breaking induced by Coulo
interaction.) The second mechanism does not contrib
to f

s2d
1 ; this means thatf

s2d
1 is small whenD is small, that

edge effects are important even for largeN , and we need
to keep the termf

s2d
0 .

We have calculated numerically the momentsfs1d and
fs2d using the sum rules [18] for different values ofD and
N . The results are presented in Fig. 1. The left pan
showsfs0d  f

s0d
1 N with f

s0d
1  4.4 e3 Å2 V independent

of D as expected. The right panel showsfs2d  f
s2d
1 N 1

f
s2d
0 . The dependence off

s2d
1 and f

s2d
0 on D are

FIG. 1. Scaling of the firstfs1d (e3 Å2 V) and secondfs2d

(e5 Å2 V3) moments of the linear absorption with the numbe
of carbon atoms for different values of bond-length alternatio
Calculations were made using the sum rules [18].
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displayed in Fig. 2 (upper panels). For0.02 Å # D #

0.1 Å they can be approximated by the Taylor expansio
f

s2d
1  a1D, f

s2d
0  b0 1 b1D 1 b2D2. Numerical fits

give the following coefficients:a1  410 e5 Å V 3; b0 
350 e5 Å2 V3; b1  2140 e5 Å V 3; b2  23900 e5 V3.
TheD dependence ofV andL is then given by

VsN, Dd 

µ
N 1 LsDd

N

∂ 1
2

ṼsDd , (4)

with

LsDd 
b0 1 b1D 1 b2D2

a1D
; ṼsDd 

vuuta1D

f
s0d
1

. (5)

The coherence lengthLsDd and the optical gap for infinite
chainsṼsDd are displayed in Fig. 2 (lower panel). Equa
tion (4) gives theV , N2n behavior of the optical gap
with n  0.5 for short chains [N , LsDd] and its satu-
ration for N . LsDd (for comparison, the Hückel mode
[1,9] where Coulomb interactions are neglected predi
n  1). Exponents close to 0.5 have been observed
perimentally in various oligomers [11,12].

The linear scaling off
s2d
1 with D yields our final

expression for the single-mode approximation of th
linear responsea ; x s1d

x s1d 
sead2

8b0D
k1

N2

N 1 LsDd
. (6)

Here 4b0D is the Hückel band gap. The dimensionles
parameterk1 defined by Eq. (6) can be estimated usin
rmn in a long chain. Equations (4) and (6) giveasNd ,
NyV2sNd in agreement with the result of Silbey [13] who

FIG. 2. Upper panels: variation of the coefficients [f
s2d
1

(e5 Å2 V3) and f
s2d
0 (e5 Å2 V3)] in the Taylor expansion of

the second moment with the bond-length alternationD (Å).
Calculations were made using the sum rules [18]. Botto
panels: TheD (Å) dependence of the coherence sizeL and
the optical gapṼ (eV). Solid lines—full TDHF calculations.
Dashed line—Eq. (5).
4658
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used an “average” frequencyV to perform the sum over
states ina. This average frequency is identified as t
frequency of our collective electronic oscillator.

The sum rule analysis ofx s1d can be extended to highe
order (nonlinear) polarizabilities. These calculations a
more tedious since the number of terms in the suscept
ities is much larger, which requires the use of addition
sum rules, and the introduction of a new effective ele
tronic mode at each order of response. We have ex
ined the scaling behavior of all terms contributing to t
third order response. Upon retaining only the domina
ones and applying similar arguments for higher order
sponses we finally obtained

x s jd  kj
jseadj11

2s4b0Ddj

Nj11

fN 1 LsDdgj , (7)

where j  1, 3, 5 correspond to the polarizabilitie
a, g, d, etc. These expressions are valid only for fin
bond-length alternationD. D  0 needs to be treated
separately.

The solid lines of Fig. 3 represent the the full TDH
calculations of a, g, and d for polyacetylene chains
with up to 200 carbon atoms for various values ofD.

FIG. 3. Scaling of the first, third, and fifth order po
larizabilities [a, g, and d are in the units of e Å2 V21

(1.441 3 10223 esu), e Å4 V23 (1.297 3 10234 esu), and
e Å6 V25 (1.167 3 10245 esu)] of polyacetylene chains with
the number of carbon atoms for various values of the bo
length alternation parameterD  0.03, 0.05, 0.07, and0.09 Å,
as indicated, solid line—full TDHF calculation, dashe
line—Eq. (7)
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FIG. 4. Variation of the dimensionless parameterskj with the
bond-length alternationD (Å). kj were obtained by fitting
Eq. (7) to the TDHF (see Fig. 3).

The dotted lines were calculated using Eq. (7) and sh
excellent agreement. We computedLsDd ; f

s2d
0 yf

s2d
1

using the expressions given in [18].kjsDd, j  1, 3, 5
displayed in Fig. 4 were the only fitting parameters.kj

are order 1 and depend only weakly onD.
Equation (7) predicts the following relation betwee

the saturated third order off-resonant susceptibilityg and
optical gapṼ: g , D23 , Ṽ26. In the Hückel model,
on the other hand, we haveg , D26 , Ṽ26 [1]. This
Ṽ26 scaling is in agreement with experiment [14]. Not
that these two models predict a different scaling withD.

To examine thex s jd , Nbj power law we calculated
the scaling exponentbj  dfln x s jdgydfln Ng [6]. This
givesbj  1 1 jLysN 1 Ld. For small sizes it starts as
bj  1 1 j. The convergence of the scaling expone
b to 1 allows us to introduce an operational definitio
of the saturation size, defined as sizeN? wherebybj 
1 1 h, h being a chosen small parameter. We then g
N?  s jyh 2 1dL. Forh  0.1 this givess10j 2 1dL.
It is clear from Fig. 3 that the effective saturation siz
increases withj as predicted by this equation, even thoug
it still depends on a single coherence size. Forj  3,
h  0.5, andD  0.03 Å which corresponds toL  27
we obtainN?  135, in good agreement with Fig. 2 of
[10] where the value ofh  0.5 is reached atN? , 120.

In summary, we have derived expressions for siz
dependent off-resonant polarizabilitiesx s jd and the op-
tical gap Ṽ [Eqs. (4)–(7)] which predict their variation
with the bond-length alternation parameterD. The satu-
rated (N ! `) values ofx s1d, x s3d, andx s5d show strong
dependence on bond-length alternationD: a , D21, g ,
D23, d , D25. D can be varied while keepingb0 fixed
t

t

-

(for example, by using different solvents or by substit
tion). Our expressions predict correctly the experimen
scalingV , N20.5 [11,12],g , Ṽ26 [1,14], and provide
a good estimate of the saturation length ofg [10].
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